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Magowan's infinite mirror maze san francisco california

37.810266, -122.410352Dog-Friendly: No Kid-Friendly: TakMagowan's Infinte Mirror Maze is probably the most psychedelic place you can legally reach within the city limits. Black lights set this maze of mirrors glow, making you completely lose track of where you are and where you're trying to go. Plus, allow you to stay
and travel as long as you want. Created by Charles Ma maze, Mirror Maze is perfect for all ages. Admission is valid throughout the day and children 5 years and younger are accepted free of charge. Whether you're visiting San Francisco or living here, Magowan's Infinite Mirror Maze is an attraction you need to
experience. A few of our Yelp! reviewers said it's the best $5 you'll spend in San Francisco. Personal Experience: This place is so much fun and makes for great photos! Mirror mazes are already quite fun, but when you add psychedelic black light to it, you have a real adventure with a work of art! Not to mention the
entrance price is quite cheap! The musical stairs to the maze were so cool! Check out our other side too! People stumble upon the labyrinth, arms outstretched. Still, sometimes you find yourself beating the headfirst for your own reflection. Yelling and giggling when they reach someone else, they ask: Are you real? This
labyrinth is located in an unspecified building at 39 San Francisco Pier. It is a disorienting dungeon of columns and mirrors, illuminated by blacklight and flashing neon lights and judged by rave music. Once you've managed to do it through purveyors you've been known to recommend you try again, this time backwards.
This trippy scene is a standard fare in Magowan's Infinite Mirror Maze for visitors of all ages, with no medication required (or recommended in this regard). Its founder calls it one part of art, one part of science. The trick is simple-you've probably seen it before at a carnival-but the effect is still glamorous. February 2018
Update: It seems that the maze is now back open for business, after closing briefly without explanation. Admission is just $5 for the day. Children under 5 years old receive free of charge. mazes of optical illusions optical quirks mazes SF Weekly says Magowan's Infinite Mirror Maze is probably the most psychedelic
place you can legally reach within the city limits. Black lights set this maze of mirrors glow, making you completely lose track of where you are and where you're trying to go. Plus, allow you to stay and travel as long as you want. The mirror labyrinth is ideal for all ages. Admission is valid throughout the day and children 5
years and younger are accepted free of charge. Whether you're visiting San Francisco or living here, Magowan's Infinite Mirror Maze is you have to experience. A few of our Yelp! reviewers said it's the best $5 you'll spend in San Francisco. Created by Charles MagowanOpen MagowanOpen - Sunday From 11:00 to
19:00 113description2 questions and answersMili Guzman Arias wrote a review (Mar. 2019)San Miguel de Tucuman, Argentina147 contributions34 helpful voicesBardliwa fun in Fishermans Wharf For a few dollars you can spend 20 minutes playing with friends or family in this maze of mirrors. Date of experience: April
2018Laura S wrote a review (December 2015)34 contributions2 helpful voicesIt is a very fun place for only $5. You can be in about 15-20min and you can repeat it as many times as you want on the same day. Date of experience: December 2015Nicocasares wrote a review (August 2014)Buenos Aires, Argentina14
contributions3 useful voicesA funny maze of my lifeIt is one of the best attractions in San Francisco. We've never been in such a maze before. In a few bucks you can have fun in a way you would never believe. Veradad that surprised me, something so simple, but so funny. Perfect to go with friends or family. Date of
experience: September 2013Alejandra Philippi wrote an opinion (Mar. 2013)Santiago, Chile918 contributions453 useful voicesVersion for the whole family Located in Fisherman Warf, is an attraction for the whole family. We went with four teenage children and laughed a lot. It is a labyrinth of mirrors, small, but enough,
attached to the Ripley museum,It is worth paying extra costs to enjoy this entertainment after visiting the museum. You can park on the street by paying a parking meter. The museum has a private bathroom. Date of experience: February 2013mini wrote a review (January 2020)Fremont, California95,727
contributions3,691 helpful voices
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